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  In “Art as Experience” (1934), John Dewey defined ‘an experience’ as an individualized process of interacting with one’s environment to achieve an objective. The structure of ‘an experience’ consists of a person undergoing something, which prompts him/her to do something until the self and the situation are mutually adapted and form a conceptual whole. In the built environment, only a space user can give a place its purpose and meaning, its reason for being. The place then becomes a representation of the space user’s experience.

  The attitude that the worker brings to his workplace represents his unique worldview (self-identity). This dispositional state manifests as a unique integral experience that the worker has of that space (place-identity), which motivates the worker to behave in a way that enables the achievement of his performance objectives. The integral experience establishes the worker-workplace relationship. A worker-centered design of workspace must be based on who the workers are and not only on what they do. This design approach suggests a recursive cycle and not an episodic event. In contrast,
methodologies that attempt to define the criteria for workspace design by measuring the objective worker responses to atomistic conditions of workspace negate the integral experiences of the worker. The workers are reduced to an abstraction in the form of a job classifications or skill sets that perform specific tasks rather than acknowledged as unique, individual contributors. This deterministic approach captures only a moment in time in a cycle of perpetual experiential change.

For the workplace to become an experiential environment, it must respond to a dynamic worker relational cycle. The criteria for a design problem definition and solution must be based on an on-going dialogue between workers and organizations with designs as interpreters of emergent change. Thus, work environment design is less about mapping perceptions and more about appreciating human agency.
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